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Artificial Intelligence and Patent Protection
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the big topic of our time. It is no longer a dream of the

future, but has transformed into the key technology in economy and science.

Within the past years, the number of AI-related patents has experienced explosive

growth worldwide, and the boom is further continuing. AI technology is implemented,

for instance, in the field of autonomous vehicles, medical diagnosis and advanced

manufacturing.

At the same time, much is being done on the part of policymakers to support the

development of AI applications. For example, the German government and the EU

have long been promoting the development of AI in various economic fields, for

instance smart cities, automation, language, machine learning and cyber security.

The rising significance of AI in relation to patent law is apparent not least in the

efforts of the EU legislation. The European Commission recently presented the

world's first legal framework for AI, see draft EU regulation (COM(2021) 206 final)

and the annexes. These new rules have been established to ensure that AI is

trustworthy.

What does Artificial Intelligence mean?
There is no commonly accepted definition of the term 'Artificial Intelligence' available

yet. In general, AI is considered to be the ability of a computer or a machine to

perform intellectual tasks commonly associated with humans, for instance learning

and transferring what has been learned, pattern recognition under difficult

circumstances, game control (e.g., chess or Go), strategic planning, or problem

solving. Central AI technologies include, for instance neural networks, Deep

Learning as a sub-field of machine learning, as well as rule-based systems.

Types of Artificial Intelligence
There are basically two types of AI inventions: AI-related inventions and AI-based

inventions.

AI-related inventions cover AI processes and methods, for instance for Deep

Learning processes, neural networks, and AI-implemented inventions. That means

that AI constitutes a sub-element of technical patent teaching (e.g., machine

learning).

For more information click WIPO Technology Trends 2019.

Regarding AI-based inventions, it has to be distinguished between inventions

developed by AI itself and AI used as support for human inventors.

Is AI patentable?
Inventions in the field of AI are computer-implemented inventions. German and EU

patent law exclude computer programs from patent protection, see Section 1(3) Part

I Patent Act/Art. 52 (2) (c) EPC. Methods based on AI models and algorithms for the

purpose of the classification of data and the training of AI systems are generally not

patentable due to lacking a technical teaching due to their mathematical nature.

Computer-implemented inventions, in turn, are patentable if they provide a non-

obvious technical teaching. In other words, computer-implemented inventions will

have to have technical character.

Furthermore, an invention can provide a technical solution for a technical task if the

invention is directed to a specific technical implementation of AI, which may be

determined by technical considerations directed to the operation of a computer, for

instance, if a task is performed faster and with less energy consumption by using

specialized hardware.

Requirements for filing AI patent applications
The applicant has to satisfy high requirements in order to obtain an AI patent.

On the one hand, the application of AI must not be 'obvious'. It particularly depends

on the specific structure of the AI system. According to Section 21 (1) No. 2, Section

34(4) Patent Act/Art. 83 EPC, the invention 'shall be disclosed in a manner

sufficiently clear and complete to be carried out by a person skilled in the art'.

Claiming a neural network, for example, requires a detailed explanation about the

design of the network topology, the weightings, and how to change them

dynamically. For example, it is not sufficient to claim the use of an AI in order to

recognize individual elements in bulk material without specifying the non-obvious

technical features used for the implementation of this particular AI.

When drafting AI patent applications, attention should be paid to the following. First,

a technical object solved by means of AI has to be determined such as recognizing a

dangerous situation allowing to take counter measures. Then, based on this it

should be explained which non-obvious technical considerations and technical

measures solve the task. Additionally, the technical effects and context should be

described for showing that it is not simply throwing common AI on a specific task,

but that technical adjustments have been made in the light of the task. If terms are

used which would not be clearly understood by a person skilled in the art, it is

recommended to explain such terms in detail in order to provide sufficient clarity.

Furthermore, the AI method should be explained by means of implementation

examples, particularly if AI training is essential to realize the technical solution.

If protection of AI-training data is sought, it must be consider that patent protection is

not granted for data as such, but at the most for training and analyzing methods.

Correspondingly, it would have to be shown in detail how the algorithm is trained

and on which criteria the feedback of the data is performed.

As further requirements to obtain a patent novelty and inventive step according to

Sections 3, and 4 Patent Act/Art. 54, and 56 EPC have to be considered.

Additionally, the invention has to be of technical nature.

Can AI act as inventor?
The current response is: No. Not even the strongest AI would be capable to file IP

rights in Germany or in the European Union because under applicable law Al is no

legal person/entity. Up to now, AI is just a further tool that inventors can take

advantage of. IP rights can, however, be generated by means of AI. The personal

right of the inventor continues to remain reserved to natural persons.

In theory, it might be possible in the future that AI will be recognized as a legal entity.

Should AI develop any form of consciousness, one could imagine that it will develop

creative ideas. In this case, AI might become inventor and applicant of a patent

application.

Future prospects
AI has entered various technical areas. It is to be expected that AI technology will

increasingly be implemented in the future. Whereas the general idea to use an AI

patent in distinct technical areas does not offer an opportunity for obtaining a patent,

special technical features in functional design of the AI or a particular training of the

AI might be open to patentability. As with any other invention, it is important to

consider that patents will not be granted for abstract concepts, but for concrete

technical teachings. Considering these aspects, the way to get patent coverage of

an AI invention is in reach.
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"MONOPOLY" ruling of the European General Court:
The End of repeat trademarks?
On April 21, 2021, the European General Court (EGC) issued an interesting and

probably far-reaching decision (T-663/19) on repeat trademarks by cancelling the

registration of the EU trademark 'MONOPOLY' of owner Hasbro Inc. on request of

KREATIVNI DOGADAJI d.o.o. due to bad faith. The EGC stated that the cancelled

trademark constituted a re-filed application of an already protected trademark/sign

and, therefore, considered Hasbro to have acted in bad faith.

Problem area "repeat trademarks"
A so-called repeat trademark, in simple terms, is considered to be a newly filed

trademark based on a previously filed trademark, for instance an identical wordmark

for goods and services, filed by the trademark owner of the previously filed

trademark and consisting of the same goods and services as the previously filed

trademark. In general, such a practice is not objectionable. However, it should be

taken into account that a registered trademark has to be used to avoid becoming

vulnerable to attack. In opposition proceedings, for example, the trademark owner of

an attacked trademark might request proof from the opponent that the trademark on

which the opposition is based is in use.

Prerequisite for this is that the opposition trademark has been registered for more

than five years. In case a trademark is filed in five-year intervals regularly, the five-

year grace period for use for the correspondingly filed new trademark would start

again. Consequently, the trademark owner would be able to take legal steps against

others without having to use the trademark in question. The EU Trade Mark

Regulation does not explicitly prohibit such regular applications, so that numerous

companies have installed a corresponding application strategy. In this way, the

obligation to use a trademark after the expiration of the five-year grace period of a

trademark registration, which is regulated in the EU trademark, is in fact

undermined.

Such repeat trademarks constituted a serious obstacle for many trademark owners,

since a request for cancellation or an objection against the younger trademark would

not be accepted, despite a unused sign of the older trademark(s) had been

registered about a considerable period of time. The EUIPO is not able to reject a

trademark application on the grounds of bad faith during application proceedings. As

there are no rules which prohibit repeat trademarks and, furthermore, there is no EU

court decision has been issued up to now, the strong criticism has so far come to

nothing.

Background
KREATIVNI DOGADAJI d.o.o., owner of the international word and figurative

trademark 'DRINKOPOLY', had extended registration of the trademark to the EU in

the past. In turn, on the basis of various "MONOPOLY" trademarks, Hasbro filed an

opposition against KREATIVNI DOGADAJI d.o.o. In the course of the litigation,

KRATIVNI DOGADAJI d.o.o. sought to cancel Hasbro's registration on the grounds

of bad faith.

The main argument for the request was that Hasbro had registered older

"MONOPOLY" trademarks protecting the same goods and services as the younger

attacked trademark.

After the EUIPO's Cancellation Division initially rejected the cancellation request, the

Board of Appeal cancelled registration of the attacked trademark for the goods and

services which were identical to the goods and services covered by the earlier

"MONOPOLY" trademarks. The Board of Appeal particularly referred to Hasbro's

submission in the hearing, stating that a repeat trademark application would

constitute a simplified enforcement of the rights for the trademark owner and

trademark applicant, as in case of a dispute, no proof of use would have to be

submitted as evidence. The Board of Appeal considered this procedure to be an

infringement of the principles of the EU trademark regulation, as trademarks would

be protected permanently although they are not used. This would be contrary to the

principal purpose of a trademark, namely to identify the origin of goods and services

defining the identity of a certain company. Although further arguments for (re)filing of

the new trademark application were presented, the Board of Appeal granted the

cancellation request and the EGC confirmed this decision.

As the European Court of Justice (ECJ) does not act as appellate court for decisions

of the EGC with the exception when a question of major importance with respect to

the unity, consistency or development of Union law would have to be clarified (Article

58a of the Statute of the CJEU), it seems likely that the present decision of the ECJ

will stand.

Consequences
It can be expected that the present decision will have a considerable impact in the

future. On one hand, the EGC explicitly stated that a repeat application for a sign

which has already been protected as a trademark cannot be regarded as bad faith

per se. However, in case that a correspondingly filed request for cancellation is filed,

the trademark owner is faced with a secondary burden of proof, i.e. the trademark

owner has to clarify that the corresponding application was not filed in bad faith. Due

to the high number of so-called repeat trademarks, it seems difficult to clarify that the

intended exploitation of the obligation of use did not constitute a motive for the

refiling. The sound basis might lapse.

Owners of repeat-trademarks should carefully consider their reasoning for a filing

strategy with regard to the present situation. Older trademarks might be attackable

due to non-use and younger trademarks might be attackable due to bad faith. It

should be paid careful attention to avoid being subject to cancellation. Being

attacked on the basis of a repeat trademark or being confronted with invalidity

proceedings against their own trademark might possibly lead to refusal due to bad

faith in turn. In various constellations, the cards will be reshuffled. Trademarks that

had been used as basis for claims in the past are likely to be cancelled from the

trademark register which could result in further claims.

This decision does not affect owners of individual trademarks. However, in

preparation of filing a new identical application, it should be evaluated in advance

and on the basis of an IP rights portfolio of an already existing trademark whether to

be on the safe side. The recent decision of the EGC will definitely have a remarkable

impact on subsequent practice, in case it will not be revised by the ECJ.

Alexander Leiteritz
Attorney, Head of Trademark Department
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WITTEWELLER: A patent law firm in times of Covid-19
COVID-19 has not passed WITTEWELLER unnoticed and without any impact. We are,

however, proud to say that we quickly managed to adapt our daily processes to the

new challenges and provided our employees with a safe working environment.

With the beginning of the pandemic in spring 2020, even earlier as initially planned,

WITTEWELLER was faced with the task of quickly introducing mobile working as a

security measure. Within a few weeks, we took all necessary steps to provide our

employees with the equipment required to work from home.

In the process, our many years of preparation for a digital office routine paid off.

WITTEWELLER's employees have been able to work from home for more than a year

now. With just a few exceptions, for instance our team at the reception desk and the

digitalization of incoming paper mail, we are able to handle all processes remotely

and provide our clients with our support in usual manner. Each process, for instance

a look in the file or the traditional signature folder, has been digitalized and protected

with two-factor authentication and encryption.

It has to be mentioned that the spontaneous and smooth transition to digital working

was only possible because of the willingness of our employees as well as of our

clients to fully adapt to the changes and to meet the challenges. At this point, we

take this opportunity to sincerely say: Thank you!
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Oral Proceedings by Videoconference
In reaction to the COVID-19 pandemic, the European Patent Office (EPO) adopted

preventive measures and began switching from inter partes proceedings to

videoconferencing in spring 2020.

Whereas only one-sided (application) proceedings used to be conducted by video

conference in the past, the EPO paved the way for videoconferences for

proceedings with multiple parties (opposition proceedings) last year.

The kick-off constituted a pilot project for oral proceedings before the opposition

divisions launched by the EPO in May 2020 (see EPO Decision and EPO notice).

We reported on this topic in our Newsletter II/2020. As opposition hearings with

physical presence have been postponed until 15.09.2021, the pilot project has also

been extended accordingly for the time being. Recently, the EPO decided on a

further extension of the project until 31.01.2022.

Since the beginning of January 2021, and for the duration of the pilot project, the

consent of all parties for holding opposition proceedings by videoconference will no

longer be necessary (see EPO Decision and EPO Notice).

Since the beginning of January 2021, evidentiary hearings with witnesses and

simultaneous interpreters can also be held as video conferences (see EPO Notice

and EPO Decision).

Since April 2021, even oral proceedings before the Boards of Appeal may be

conducted as videoconferences ex officio or on request of at least one party (see

EPO Decision).

It is to be expected that this option will become established in the long term, even

after the end of the COVID-19 pandemic.

In view of time and cost saving aspects, this development might basically be

welcomed. However, the latest amendments to the rules of procedure of the Boards

of Appeal raise concern. There is reason to worry that the EPO envisages to

definitely set proceedings by videoconferences, even if one, more, or all parties do

not agree and, consequently, in-person proceedings might more or less become an

exception.

In our opinion, it is particularly concerning that oral proceedings would be held as

videoconferences without requiring the parties' agreement or that one or more

parties could be forced to accept videoconferencing. This procedure might not be

put on the same level with in-person oral proceedings according to Article 116 EPC.

There is reasonable doubt whether the individual rights to a fair hearing is

guaranteed. 

We are sharing this concern with many others. According to a survey by the EPO in

an ongoing appeal procedure (G 1/21), multiple business representatives, patent

attorneys and interest groups expressed strong concerns about the reconciliation

with Article 116 EPC, by conducting oral proceedings as a video conference without

the consent of all parties.

We will continue to follow the next steps on the EPO practice and keep you informed

about any further developments.
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Amendments of Rules 19 and 143 EPC relating to the
designation of inventors
The European Patent Office (EPO) has amended Rules 19 and 143 of the

implementing regulations to the EPC. Since the entry into force of amended Rule 19

EPC on 01.04.2021, inventors are no longer notified about their designation.

Furthermore, applicants are not required to indicate the complete inventor's address,

but only the country and place of residence. The inventor's option according to Rule

20(1) EPC to waive the right to be published as inventor remains unaffected by

these amendments (see EPO notice and EPO decision).
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EPO Statistics 2020: European Patent Applications in
the Field of Healthcare are experiencing a Boom
According to a recent statistic conducted by the European Patent Office (EPO), the

demand for patent protection has remained high despite the COVID-19 pandemic. In

2020, 180 250 patent applications were filed with the EPO, which almost

corresponds to the record level attained in 2019, 181 532 (-0,7 %).

Strong fluctuations are shown, however, among the technical fields in contrast to the

economical regions. The highest increase of patent applications is shown in the field

of healthcare, mainly in the field of pharmaceuticals (+10,2 % compared to 2019)

and biotechnology (+6,3 %). Medical technology (+2,6 %) regained its top

position in technology ranking with an increase of 2,6 %. In contrast, the number of

patents in the field of transport declined by -5,5 % most significantly, compared to

the year before. Particularly in subsectors, such as aerospace (-24,7 %) and, to a

smaller extend, in the field of automotive technology (-1,6 %) a significant decline

is shown.

The countries with the highest growth rates in patent applications in 2020 were

again the US, Germany, Japan, China and France. The most significant increase in

patent applications was generated by China and South Korea.

The number of patent applications generated in the Europe decreased by 1,3 %

compared to 2019. Significant differences are shown on federal state level. Patent

applications generated in Germany declined by 3,0 %, applications generated in

France and Italy increased by 3,1 % and 2,9 %. The highest numbers of decline are

to be seen in the Netherlands (-8,2 %) and Great Britain (-6,8 %).

Samsung tops the applicant ranking followed by Huawei and LG. The top 10 also

includes five companies from Europe, the highest number since 2014, some of

which are also represented by WITTEWELLER.
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